
Saratoga Union School District 
Desired Characteristics for the Superintendent of Schools 

The Board of Trustees of the Saratoga Union School District is seeking a visionary leader who has a deep 
understanding of culturally diverse, high-performing schools and possesses the following attributes: 
 
An individual who models and reflects: 

• Excellent communication skills- willing to take adequate time to get to know the SUSD staff, 
parents, and students. Listens with the intent to learn, speaks with clarity and transparency, and 
does not shy away from questions with hard answers.  

• Open minded thinking- is open to diverse cultures, values, viewpoints, and perspectives. 
• A student focus- is passionate about the student experience and considers students first. Looks 

for ways to meet the needs of all students and how to add value to students already performing 
at high levels. Understands a growth mindset and looks for ways to individualize learning for all.  

• Innovative thinking- is willing to take on new challenges and seeks opportunities for 
improvement. Is creative and forward thinking.  

• A visible presence in the District- makes classroom visits a priority, regularly attends school 
functions, and is an active member of the community. Is friendly and personable, reaches out to 
students, parents, and staff.  

 
A proven leader who has the ability to: 

• Balance academic achievement with social emotional wellness- considers the whole child when 
working to provide opportunities for real-world competencies, 21st century skills, STEM, art, 
music, and extracurricular clubs and activities.  

• Work effectively with all stakeholders- is inclusive of parents and staff in decisions that affect 
the District’s students and educational programs. Allows adequate time for participation.  

• Lead with vision and purpose- has the ability to bring stakeholders together to develop a 
common vision, set strategic priorities, and implement programs and projects.  

• Wear many hats- has a broad background in District leadership and has a natural curiosity to 
learn more.  

• Inspire others- recognizes individual and group accomplishments and routinely demonstrates 
acts of appreciation.  
 

Possesses the following personal traits:  
• Hard working with a clear commitment to excellence 
• Kind, patient, positive; good with people 
• Approachable and accessible, firm and fair 
• A relationship builder who is both trusting and trustworthy 
• Resilient and reflective, doesn’t take things personally 

 
With regard to professional experience and accomplishments, the ideal candidate will have: 

• A solid background in K-8 teaching and learning 
• Leadership experience as a site and district administrator 
• Experience working in a small district and with a culturally diverse community 
• Comfortable working with a Community Task Force Model  
• Experience working with and presenting to a Board of Trustees  

 


